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Sross beta

Levets—of-B- radioactivity of plankton at Rongelap peolt, 29st1958.

Abstract

This paper brings together available dataon the beta-aetivity

of plankton at Rongelap Atoll for the period 1954-1958 including

tie values of radioactivity reported in UWFL-42 and43, ‘Values are

given on the ash as well as the wet weight basis, and ‘are shown to

be more consistent on the asn weight basis. In acomparison of re-

Sults from nets of different mesh size, no significant‘airference |

appeared in levels of activity between fine and doarsemestikd Flank:

ton nets. Rates of decay over a 2-3year periodaregivenTorshout|

30 samples. The fallout in 1956 is considered to have ‘contributed

less than 1/100th as much radioactivity as that of 1954, and the

1°58 fallout, less than 1/20th that of 1956. The "1954-55 fallout

affected primarily the northern, and the 1956and1958 fallouts, the

soutnern, parts of the atoll.

Introduction
3

Plankton in Ronsselap Lagoon first took up large “anounte of

ractoa:tivity from the fallout following Bravo detonation at Bikint

Atoll on March 1, 1954, Since then, tne radioactivity has declined

with only relatively slight additions from the“two ‘Bucceeding series

of testain 1956 (Redwing) and 1958 (Hardtack). Since the writing | .

of UW?L-+3, plankton has been collected four times, July 1956 and .

1967, ani Maren and August 1958.

 t
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Tis preveat report ives av iictie data through 1958 including

a reeveiuation of 1354-55 counts upon which UWFL-~42:43 reported,

but using ash welsnt as well as wet welent, with a modification of

results, and 2 comparisoa of ictivit, yielded by fine-meshn as con-

tretec with coarse-mesh plankton nets. Tne rate of physical decay

chunae ; rere in te reed

of earl, s.mples is comnsred with the rate ofdecline ,of successive

fumpliags at inter dates, up to more tnan four years after the orig-

inal fullout.

fetnodas

Methods of collecting and protessing of the 1954-1355 materials

are Geservibed in UNFL-42:32 and UWFL-43:44,. In 1956 and 1957, col-

lectins differed from that of rrevicus years in that amphibious air

eraft or vubber boavus were usec for towing the neta. Methods of

orocecsins were uachanrced.

In 19353, planxton tows were made with 1/2-meter nylon nets of

7C-30 mesnes per ineh by towing from an LSVP (March) or 2 DUKY (August)

for fro: 1 to 30 minvites it a velocity of 2h =5 miles per hour

during daylignzt, ind witain 3 (usually 1-2) miles of the localities

indicate:d in “able 2,

In Aupuss if5e, only, plankton wa3 also collected from the Se-ip-swt wes
— LSA

“Alovo" by ineans of pumping wnich not only permitted a more precise

measurement of volume of sea water filtered, and vin-pointing of

location of the sampiias station chan is vossible with tows, but also

allowed simultaneous samolins of tne lLasoon-bottom materlal. Thus,

eo 97.
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at the ten consecutively numbered stations: indicated in Figure 1,"

ranging along the southern and eastern portions of the iagoon,

both plankton and bottom material were sampled. At the first four
a: a.

stations sea water was pumped from astern of the "Aloto" by means

of a high-speed, gasoline powered, fireffighting’ pumpwith 3 capac-

ity of about 4O gallons per minute, while atthe other six stations
.7# Mes

@ more reliable, submersibie, electric painp Sberating alongside the
t .. es

ship gave 180 gallons per minute. Pumping continued for 30 minutes
ie‘<i oS

with the mouth of the net above water, a0.0.that‘a11‘pumped water

   went through the net.

Pumping, as here done, although norequantitative, was less |

desirable than towing for two reasons. ‘Smallersamples of plankton

were obtained, and debris from the ship seeedunavoidable.

Preservation of tne plankton was in ‘areohorexcept for the tows

in Au,pist near Kabpelle Island. Here the bucket was removed from the
r 2

net and tie end of the net tied closed. After towing, the net was

washed down, drained, untied, and the plankton boraped directly into

small plastic Lags in which it was later dried at‘Bote. without pre-

servative. Tnis simplification avoided the almost inevitable leakage
3

at the ba;-onet- type fitting of the planktonbucket, and expedited the

processing; it 1s recomended where radio-“assay is the primary ob-

jective.

For laboratory processing of the March 1958 samples, the pre- —

servative fluid was filtered from the plankton and tested for radio-
ye

activity (practically lacking) before discarding. This avoided most

facsaemvesV7"
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on

sea salt which might unadvertently nave been included at the time

of preservation. Tne August 1953 samples including preservative,

were ev.iporated to dryness, so that the sample from Station 7 in-

ciuaging 811% water accidentally used for washing: the plankton bucket,

appeared low in radioactivity. me careful work of br. Renz: cela ay| ,

precess:ng the plankten samples of August 195% +s gratefully acknowledged.

Data after 1956 are presented as of the date of counting, rather

'Nn

than being corrected back to date of collecting as was done for tha

1954-55 macerial. It is probable that if corrections for decay could

have been applied to the 1956 datathe levels on the date of collec-

tlon would have been fourd to be about twice as nigh as those here

given for tne dite of counting, but data from later collections would

have been practically unaltered.

Results and discussion

Tables 1 and 2 give the plankton data from 1954 to 1958, includ-

ing the v.lues from which Tatle 12 of the preceding report, UWFL-43, ia

was commtled. Individual plate values appear in order to show the

degree of virlaollity, and for 1954-55 to permit comparison of coarse

and fine mesh net samples. Fadiloacttvity is expressed per unit welght

of both wet plankton and planktcnic ash in order to assess the relative.

Suitir‘iity of tnese tvo buses of reporting results.

. leavels of radioactivity were equilly nigh in coarsenin fine

meshed nets. The equality prevails on either wet weight or ash weight

basis amonz the ten pairs of simultaneous tows with coarse and fine

ve (00.
5 | DOARCHIVES 4
 



Table 1. Levels and decay rates of beta radioactivity of Rongelap-Ailinginae plankton, 1954-1957

 

 

Decay slope

Plankton net Diam- First count from date of

Number Meshes Mater- eter Date of Date of in uc/kg* first count-
Plate design- per ial of net collect- first Ash Wet ing to Oct.
No. Atoll Island nation inch inches ing counting basis basis 30, 1957

8201 Rongelap Labaredj 12 125 ? ? 3-26-54 5-11-54 83 -- 1.08
8202 '"! " H tt 2 9 i " 2330 -_ 1. 32

Wl W 't i 9 2 " . tt 4000 140 1 . 27

" Kabelle 6 74 Silk 20 7-16-54 8-11-54 68 2.1 1.32
UW tt 20 173 " . 20 " tt 46 2.7 _ 1.33

it tt 6 or

20 -- " 20 12-8-54 1-3-55 168 6.2 - 1.75
iD It it —- it " tt " 168 10.4 ~ 1,35**

" Labaredj 6 74 " " 12-18-54 " 104 -55..0 - 1.72
iw "t | 20 173 u it " i" 32 3.9 - 1.73

" Rongelap 6 74 " " 1-26-55 2-22-55 25 54 - 1.68
tt tt / 20 173 w H Ht it au 95 - 1.72

" Labaredj 6 TH " " 1-28-55 " 27 .93 ~ 1.56
u iT 20 173 1" tt it n 12. . hy ~ il. 55

" Kabelle 6 74h " " 1-29-55 " 58 1.8 - 1.61
tt " 20 173 ut " HW " 93 5.8 ~ 1.61

vo Lukuen 6 74 " " 1+30-55 " 37. 11.5 ~ 1.70
it Lb 20 173 n tt tt Li 95 u . uy ~- 1 . 70

" Kabelle 1 74 Nylon " 10-21-55 11-26-55 6.4 20 - 1.76

uO " 2 157 " " " " 6.9 .18 - 1.72
" Rongelap 1 74 " " 10~22-55 " 2.1 O44 = . 73a
" " 2 157 " " " " 2.0 047 = 1.38

Ailinginae

Mo jiri-Enibuk 1 7TH " " 10-23-55 " HAS .70 - 1.58
" " 2 157 " " " " 5.5 34 1.53
" " 1 74 " " 10-24-55 11-27-55 4.6 94 - 1.71
Ww t 2 151 " w vf 1" 7.4 .80 - 1.73

Rongelap Rongelap 20 170 Silk 12 7-23-55 8-23-56 41 2.2 - 5.3
1" it 20 170 tt it "i tT 178 19 -11 4 



 

Decay slope

 

Plankton net Diam- First count from date of

Number Meshes Mater-~ eter Date of Date of in uc/kg* first count-
Plate design- per tal of net collect- first Ash Wet ing to Oct.
No. Atoll Island nation inch inches ing counting basis basis 30, 1957

6078 Rongelap Kabelle 20 170 Silk 12 7-24-56 8-23-56 20eeHH | YOwtee --
6079 bl " " tl W it " "t 72 TT . O - 4 . 4

6121 " Rongelap 6 Tk Nylon 20 7-17-57 . 8-16-57 14 .20 - 3.7
6122 " -Kabelle 6 74 " 20 7-18-57 8-16-57 93 6.0 - 1.10

 

* As of collecting date for 1954-55, and as of counting date for 1956-57, samples.

** Last count 9-6-55. Plate missing.
ue =6Tow plate count; large error.

*##% Decay curve rose, invalidating the entry.

 



   

 

Table 2.

Collec-

  

Locality Collec-

tion tion

iate riumber

Rongelap I. March 1 ‘Tow
tf tt " "

tt " ' i

Kabelle I. March 9 Tow
tt W tt Ls

Rongelap I. Aug. 16 ‘Tow
" iB iw it

tt "! 1! Lt)

tt Hi ia "

uM t it 1

Eniaetok I. Aug. 18 Tow
iH i“ " Tows oe

tt tt tt fl 6-

H T t Li

Kabelle I. Aug. 21 Tow
tt it tt ?

it "t tt Ut

it tt 13 | Lt

rt it i} it

w “" u H

: * " i it tt

; m/Phigan Pass Aug. 15 Sta.
gen Pass YW t "

uth Pass " ut it

ngelap I. it tt rt

jaetok I Aug. 19 "
ybarbar I. " " "
leshiechi I. " " "
an I tt " tt

on I tt tt tt

abelle [I " " " 1 O
O
O
N
A
N

F
W
N
H
e
H
R
A
W
U
E
W
N
H
P

P
R
O
N
U
N
R
P
U
F
W
H
H
E
D
P
W

First count Second eount

Levels of beta radioactivity of plankton collected from Rongelap Lagoon in 1958.

Third count
 

  

Plate Month & uc/kg Month &
No. '58 day ash day
series 1958 1958

5001 9-16 ,24 11-20
5002 tt . 37 H

5003 " .32 11-21
5004 9-16 .33
5005 " .O77 11-18
5023 10-22 6.8 11-19
5022 " 3.5 11-19
5021 " 4.6 "
5019 " 3.4 "
5027 " 4.2 "
5026 10-22 3.3 11-19
5020 10-22 3.7 "
5024 10-22 2.6 "
5025 " 1.6 "
5006 9-16 1.1 11-18
5028 11-18 .43 11-18
5029 " .66 11-21
5030 " 1.3. 11-21
5031 " 1.1
5032. " .63

5033 " . 88
5017 10-22 5.7 11-20
5014 " .0o21—=O«"
5015 " .O34 11-21

5018 " .53 11-20
5011 " .78 "
5016 " 46 "
5010 " .057 +"
5012 " .O77 11-21
5013 " .29 "
5009 " .026 11-20

uc/kg Month &
ash day

1958

uc/kg Preserva-
ash tion of

plankton
 

25
34

.33

o
e

O i
w

P
r
o
n
n
M
N
W
W
w
n
w
&

4.0
O21
.O19

41
-39
-37
-O19 ll-2l

.094
~14

.026

alcohol
rt

3.8 tT

2.7 i"

t Q "

.59 dried"fresh
tt

it

nt

"

ui

n

alcohol
u

.O19 "



meshed nets listed in Table 1. The higher value of the pair twas from

2 coarse mesh net 5 times and from a fine mesh net 5 times on the ash

weitaL vacis and tne same was true on the wet weight basis. In only

half of the cases was tie same mes size hisher on both the ash and

the wet basis. All of this inuicates randomness, or ia other words,

a lick of correlation between mesh size and specific activity.

In our earlier reports, heta radioactivity of plankton as de-

ter:.inec in me thaneff Low counters has been reported on the wet basis

so that tne specific activity of plankton may be compared with that

of other substances. Tnis involves attempting to drain water uni-

fornl; from the plankton samples at the time of preparing the plates.

Te varving water content of the planktonic organisms causes uncer-

talnty in evaluating the amount of wet plankton being radio-assayed.

It nus snown (UWFL-53:19) that if results were based on the amount

of planktonic ash ratner than on the amount of wet plankton, the

variat Llity in radioactivity of replicated tows was reduced to only ore

nalf the v.lue obtained on the wet basis.

Similuriv, tne present data for Rongelap Atoll were more con-

siste it on an ash than on e@ wet basis. The greatest disparities be-

tween the two values for palred tows occurred in the 1956 collections,

as seen in Table 1. At Kabelle,the ratio between the two values was

only 3.6 on the 2sh basis, but 8.9 on the wet basis, and at RongelapnI.

only 4.2%, .21 busi, but 8.6, wet basis, so that here, as at Eniwetok, Ate”,

tne variibility is only half as greit on the ash as on the wet basis.



Further, the averige level of activity in plankton from

ALlinzinac Lagoon in October 1955 was noted (UWFL+43:44) to be

highur than in Rongelap Lagoon on the wet weignt basis. But if

the radioactivity per unit of ash weight instead of wet weight is

used, tne Ailinginae levels are no higher than in Rengelap Lagoon

neer Kibelle Isiani (Table 1).

Thus, it seems desirable to repor®t radioactivity of plankton

on an ash weight basis, even thouch other organisms and substances

migat more desirably be considered on a wet weight basis.

Figure @ shows the trend of radioactivity in the plankton

samples from Ronselip Javoon (from 1954 through 1958) related to

time, USiniy 2 -O7-.c03 niot of che beta activity on an ash weight

basis as determined with 2 methane Plow counter. Data are from

Tables 1 and 2. ‘The dovted line siowing a decline slope of -3.5

was fitted by inspection to tne minimal points near 300, 600 and

1POo dex:s, points removed as fur as possible from the effects of

the Reuwlns and Hardtuck serles of detonations.

The maximum level of the lagocn piankton a day or two after

March 1, 1°54 may be conjectured by extrapolating back one cycle

on Firure ©. It is evident that maxima must have been at least

2),90°5 uc/ks of ash.

Furtner reference to Figure ° shows that Bravo must have con-

tributed 10 times as mucn activity as Redwing, and Redwing 20 to

LOL comes as uch as Hardtack. The decline picture is character-

istic in tts pattern. Rises result from the fallouts, followed by

Steen declines until the next fallout. An SeoOe :

d
~
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12.

region of Kabelle Island in late 1954 and from 1956 to 1957.

Tre «unusual pattern near Kabelle Island is undoubtedly assoc-

date! witn its geograpnical location. Isolated in the northeastern

commer of the atoll, it is so located that unless fallout occurs

directly there, a long time may be required for activity to drift

there bo: lagoon currents. Although fallout in March 1954 did hit

Kib>lie Island, the adjacent lagoon area may have been temporarily

refveshed by relatively uncontaminated ocean water entering from

she inter-isiand channels at the time plankton was first sampled

near Kahellie in July 1954. ‘Then, by December 1954 an influx of

contaminated lagoon water could have occurred near Kabelle.

The rise from 1956 to 1957. probably resulted from a similar

influx near Kabelle Island of contaminated lagoon water, since in

tais cuse it is fairly certain from data on terrestrial sampling,

that the 1956 fallout did not @ffect Kabelle Island as much as it

did the more southern islands. Because of its isolated location

this northeast bay of the lagoon may be expected to.vary in the

radlLoactivity of its plankton. |

Figure 3 snows, on log-log plot, the decay patterns of six

Ordinal
Samples counted on more than three occasions. Ordinal values apply

only to eich curve separately, and do not permit comparison of ab-

solute racitoactivity between curves. The date of reference is taken

as March 1, 1354 because the detonation of this date is believed to

nave contributed many times as much radioactivity to the atoll as

= epee

”*{
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1. Plate 19020, Labaredj, 12/18/54
2. Plate 19029, Kabelle, 1/29/55
3. Plate 19025, Rongelap, 1/26/55
4. Plate 6079, Kabelle, 7/24/56
5. Plate 6076, Rongelap, 7/23/56
6. Plate 6077, Rongelap, 7/23/56
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a

aid sucending series, Curves 1-% represent the radio-decay of

sarpl.s co.lected 10-.1 months after March 1, 1954, while curves

4-9 pertain to sumpies so.liected s.orvtly after the Redwing series.

The two ,;rouns differ in both steepness and direction of curvature.

QThe first group, curves i-3, decayed with a log-log slope of -1.3 to

-1.4 wiien asrees with tne slopes of the remarkably straight decay

2aurves ovir ilnost the aame period of time for the Eniwetok Atoll

pazikton sesiples (UWL+S3:21). Yowever, the Rongelap Atoll plankton

deciy curves differ rroin those of Eniwetok Atoll in having a down-

ward flexure. In fact, curve 2 displays up to the 1350th day al-

most a uniform nalf-life of about 710 days, and from days 12350 to

1740, a 430-day nalr-life. Curves |] and 3 deviate only slightly

fron this pattern, being steeper in the early sections. Gamma-

Spectrumetry of the sample of curve 2 on November 6 and December

3), 1957 showed cel4 of 235-day half life to be the primary con-

stituer.t, which is presumable accompanied by small, undetected

amounts of longer-lived isotopes, contributing to the 450-day half

life afser 1550 days. The second group, curves 4-6, decayed rapidly

(slopes -4.1 to -10.8) because of recent origin (Redwing), but with

a distinct upward flexure.

In studying tne decay rates it was evident that there was a more

rapid Gecay of the radioactivity in plankton from the part of the

lagson neair Rongelap Island than occurred near Kabelle Island. This

is interpreted as indicating the influence of recent Redwing detona-

tions probabiywithin e month-preeeding-Pewa—+7-21.56} whose fallout

thus aresumads4

&DOSARCHIVESEly
al otweertst st reee teeSetaGere, .
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” . an oe .

affected the southern more than the northern part of fongelap Atoll.

Samples 6076-77 of plankton collected July1956 from the Rongelap_
ro

Island vicinity of Rongelap Lagoon were more radioactive when first

counted one month after collecting than the corresponding sample

(6079) from the lagoon near Kabelle Island.- ‘Gre ofthe‘Rongelap
“At uo

Island samples (6077) was about 24 to 9 times more|‘Padioactie than
oe

the other two samples and decayed most rapidiy of tnose’stiudied.
wens

Within S weeks it was less than half (.44) as aotie:Gewhen first
ena

e.

counted, while the other two samples decayed only.0.0.5 *%¢ of‘their
, re é

original values. When recounted as much as, ayear.‘stilt later,
toe

this sariple that had originally been the highest of‘the ‘three was
af

least radioactive of all, thus verifying its sgrller®Fapiadecay.
gE

Furthermore, the other Rongelap Island sample, algo, Aga ‘decayed’ more

 

than had either of the Kabelle Island samples.
an

Decay of March 1958 samples was negligible during thetwo months

from September to November 1958, while August 1958 samples decayed

during the month of November 1958 fat rly rapidly, with,a“Waitelife .
ay 3

of atout 100 days, tnus supporting the assumptionthat theAnereased
eh *

levels were attributable to the Hardtack series of ‘Metonations.
iB ©

The rate of decay of the samples collected in 3954,‘was less

steep than the rate of decline or radioactivity in Ronge1apLagoon

plankton. [In Figure 3 the decay slopes of curves,rto 3range, from

-1.6 to a maximum of -2. 4, even in the steep portion fron 660 to 1740

days, while in Figure 2, the decline slope shown bythe’‘aotted line

+

 



1@

is -2.5. Compensating for the additions from the 1956 fallout

would only imperceptibly steepen tne decline, thus increasing

the liff2rence between decay and decline slopes”. |

Tne consistent agreement in decay rate between the two.

plankton samples resulting from paired tows (Gasteolun of

Table 1) 4s a phenomenon of special interest. ‘AS examples, the

pair of samples from Ailinglinae on Cectober 23, 1995 had. decay

slopes of -1.58 and -1.53 while the pair of samples from the same

. wit

lagoon on the following day had slopes of -1. 7.and “1.Bi the ao
ne a

ecunts in January 1955 also show nearly equal deckrates for the
x . omy
ve

paired tows. This uniformity in decay rate for paired plankton

tows Suggests uniformity in radiochemical compos tion. at any one

time anu locality, but different composition in the plankton at

a

differyent times or localities. : Be

Durin; the first 2 years (1954-55) Kabelle Island samples

- were 2-3 times as radioactive as those from Rongelap Island. _ The

195€ Recwing series raised the July 3956 values of the Rongelap

Island region above those of Kabelle, but by July 2957 Rongelap

values declined to a level far below Kabelle, only to exceed (al-

though not significantly) Kabeile again in March 1958. “By August :

of 1353 Rongelap was s$iid significantly higher than. Kabelle. The

fallout from the Hardtack series is reflected tn the higher levels

of activity in August, than in Mareh 1958.

 



‘7

Considering the atoll as a whole, and the three successivean

‘est sertes, tne evidence from Figure 2 suggests that the 1956

8 curntributed not mure than 1/100 as much radioactivity as

tie orig?nil 1754 fallout, uni the 195@ sertes, not more than

27,5. 28 nwuch as trie 1956 serios.

Ps ko CGulcladed un.t t..e northern part of Rongelap Atoll

rene ied a heavier Calicut from che March 1, 1954 detonation at

Cia tie couthern part. In contrast, the relatively

Slicnt Callout Prom luver detonitions affected the southern

rope Tnoun tae northern parts of the atoll, as is evidenced by

tae hisier levels of rudto.ctivity at Rongelap Island than at

3 aea ceel



Summary

1, Leveis of netivity: of the plankton for the eastern lagoon

were s mmled nine vines in 1364-58. The first observed level

dua Marea 26, 1954, 25 davs after detonation of "Bravo" at Bikini,

%i8, oxmressed in microcuries per kilogram of planktonic asn, about

WJC. Fy caid-December 1954, 1% nad decline to 50, and by late

Ceteber i755, to 6. Fallout fror the Redwing series raised the

Sulv Jf Level to apprexinately 100. In July 1957 levels were

Scill betneen 15 and 260, but ty euirty March 1958, had declined

to u.d. Vallout from tne MNur'taex series raised August 1958

lovels so only 0.2 -4 ucfee aca, the list observation.

Tue cecline rave, discrecariing tae two peaks following Redwing

and Heordtuck, but includli; their later residual effects, was steep

With a tiape of -3.5.

ne dutz for the veurs 1254-57, it was shown that resultsN
n uf ee %y S cc

weve ne .rly twice as consistent when cased upon ash as upon wet

welsht, ang that there wis no significant difference in activity

between sumoles taken with fine and coarse meshed nets.

4, On tne aan welgnt basis, tne levels in 1955 at Atlinginae Atoll

were no aluner tnan at Ronselap Atoll, whereas theywere higher on

the veo veight basis.

74, eciy sloves of pre-Redving samoles ranged from -1.6 to -2.4,

wnile tne decline slope for the lagoon as a whole over this period

viS -*.6, so tnhut tne decline was more rapid than the decay.

DO® ARCHIVES
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